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Chapterr 2 

Patternss of Globalization 

2.11 Introduction 

Inn this chapter we discuss some empirical patterns related to financial integration, trade 

inn goods and services, technology transfers and improvements, as well as some recent 

stylizedd facts about labor markets in advanced countries. These developments related to 

globalizationn are used as background information to, and inspiration for, the other chap-

terss in this dissertation. First, Section 2.2 studies financial integration and contributes to 

ourr understanding of short-term debt, focusing mainly on short-term debt that is sourced 

fromm BIS (Bank for International Settlements) reporting international banks. We study 

capitall  flows in terms of definitional issues and data sources, followed by a discussion of 

trendss and regional patterns of short-term debt during the period 1986-1998, the sec-

torall  allocation of total debt, and the association between short-term debt and financial 

fragilityy and vulnerability to a crisis. 

Then,, in Section 2.3, we present some data about recent trends in OECD labor mar-

ketss that occurred alongside increased international trade in goods and services and the 

development,, and widespread usage, of new technologies. We end each section with a 

brieff  discussion of the research questions raised by these patterns of globalization that 

wil ll  be addressed in later chapters. 

2.22 Financial Integration 

2.2.11 Definitions and Data Sources 

Thee gross external liabilities of a country is defined as the amount, at any given time, of 

disbursedd and outstanding contractual liabilities of residents of a country to non-residents 

17 7 
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too repay principal, with or without interest, or to pay interest, with or without principal. 

Thus,, external debt of a nation comprises the following: (a) Claims by foreign banks, 

includingg syndicated loan facilities, credit lines, and domestic securities held by foreign 

banks;; (b) Other foreign privately placed bonds, notes, and money market instruments is-

suedd in international markets by both public and private sector borrowers; (c) Official and 

officiall yy guaranteed non-bank export credits: and (d) Multilateral and official bilateral 

claims. . 

Totall  external debt is relatively well measured by a number of reporting systems, but 

thee available information on short-term debt is relatively new and more limited. There are 

primarilyy two, not entirely unrelated, sources for this information: a) The Consolidated 

Internationall  Banking Statistics brought out semi-annually by the Bank for International 

Settlementss (BIS), and b) The World Bank statistics on short-term debt reported in 

thee Global Development Finance Report (GDF). These two systems sub-divide debt as 

having,, respectively, short-, medium- or long-term maturity. 

Underr the BIS definition, short-term debt comprises cross-border claims in all cur-

renciess and local claims in non-local currencies having a maturity of up to and including 

onee year. This definition is based on the remaining maturity of the claims. It highlights 

thee liquidity aspect of debt, in that it reveals what part of debt needs to be paid off 

orr rolled-over within a twelve-month period. Conceptually this definition should include 

bothh banking sector claims and non-banking sector claims such as bonds becoming due 

inn the next year or trade credits not flowing through the banking system. However, since 

aa consistent time series is not available on bond issues maturing within a year, the BIS 

reportss primarily the banking sector claims. In recent years, banking sector claims have 

constitutedd roughly 80-85% of the total outstanding stock of short-term debt. 

Thee BIS also reports short-term debt according to the original maturity concept. 

Accordingg to this definition, short-term debt comprises all liabilities which have an original 

maturityy of one year or less. This original contracted maturity might be a reflection of 

thee investor's risk perceptions about a particular country, the country's preferences for 

debtt of a particular maturity, or both. The share of the non-banking sector in short-term 

debtt under this categorization is likely to be even smaller than for the remaining maturity 

definitionn as most non-bank credit has longer maturity than one year, with the exception 

off  some non-bank trade related credit. 

Thee BIS definitions of short-term debt do not include trade credits. For this compo-

nentt of short-term debt however, some information on short-term suppliers trade credits 

nott flowing through the banking system is available from the OECD. This is added to 

thee banking sector claims to obtain the total short-term debt reported in the GDF. In 
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Coutitrics s 

|| 33 | LAC | EAP~ 

Correlationn coefficient | 0.Ü7Ü | (1.98 | (I.IJ'JB 

Tablee 2.1: Correlation between short-term debt types: original and remaining maturity. 

otherr words, short-term debt as reported by the World Bank consists of short-term debt 

accordingg to original maturity as reported by the BIS, but including trade credits. 

Thee most important distinction between the BIS definition based on remaining matu-

rityy and its definition based on original maturity lies in the volume of past debt coming-

duee within one year. Short-term debt according to original maturity and according to 

remainingg maturity move closely together as indicated by their correlation reported in 

Tablee 2.I.1 Compared to the BIS remaining maturity concept, the original maturity data 

onn short-term debt has a larger share of bilateral loans. This is because syndicated loans 

ass well as debt securities tend to have original maturity over one year. 

Perhapss the most important objective for collecting information on short-term debt is 

too evaluate a country's liquidity position as well as avoid debt defaults by, among other 

things,, managing the maturity of its debt profile. The first objective calls for a system 

too estimate the country's debt coming due in the short-term (i.e., using the remaining 

maturityy concept), while the second objective calls for limiting the amount of short-term 

debtt at the margin (i.e., using the original maturity concept) which is essential for the 

managementt of debt by changing the maturity structure of new debt. For our empirical 

analyzess in Chapter 3 we use the original maturity concept, although the results are 

similarr when using the remaining maturity concept. 

Thee BIS collects information on the international positions of banks in the reporting 

areass from the national banking authorities. The semi-annual or consolidated system 

off  the BIS organizes information in terms of the country of origin (defined according to 

th roughoutt the chapter we use the following abbreviations: 

a.. 33 refers to the following 33 emerging markets; Algeria. Argentina, Bangladesh, Brazil, Bulgaria, 

Cameroon.. Chile, China, Colombia, Cote d'lvoire, Ecuador, Egypt, Ghana, Hungary, India, In-

donesia,, Jordan, South-Korea, Malaysia, Mexico, Morocco, Nigeria, Panama, Pakistan. Peru, the 

Philippines,, Poland. Romania, South-Africa. Thailand, Tunisia, Venezuela, and Zambia. 

b.. LAC refers to Lat in-America: Argentina, Brazil. Chile. Colombia. Ecuador. Mexico, Panama. 

Peru,, and Venezuela. 

c.. EAP refers to East-Asia-Pacific: China, Indonesia, South Korea, Malaysia, the Philippines, and 

Thailand. . 
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thee location of the head office) of the reporting banks. The information is drawn from 

bankss headquartered in 18 major banking nations, after netting out positions between 

differentt offices of the same bank. The maturity structure of debt is broken down into 

fourr categories: up to 1 year remaining maturity. 1 to 2 years remaining maturity, over 2 

yearss remaining maturity and unallocated. The sectoral breakdown is in terms of claims 

onn banks, the public sector, private non-banks and others. 

Whilee the BIS is a robust and consistent source of information on international bank 

claimss on domestic residents, it is important to remember that it is not a complete source 

off  information on a country's external debt position. This is because it does not provide 

anyy information on non-bank claims. Investment companies and mutual funds are not 

includedd in the reporting by any country. Its coverage excludes banks outside the reporting 

countriess - the importance of such banks in cross-border capital flows has grown in recent 

years.. Also, off-balance sheet exposures are excluded from BIS statistics. A particular 

areaa of concern here is the increasing use of put options in loan contracts by which the 

termm of a loan can be shortened prior to maturity (more on this later). 

Soo far. the present convention defines 'short-term" as being one year, and thus relies on 

maturityy as the criterion for defining short-term debt. But. the short-term debt estimated 

usingg one year maturity does not fully reflect the capital that is potentially reversible 

att short notice. A number of alternatives are available to banks for withdrawing from a 

countryy at short notice when the risk perception deteriorates, for example by deciding not 

too roll-over or renew short-term lines of credit, such as trade credit and interbank credit 

lines.. Also, a major share of an international banks' exposure is in the repos market. Most 

off  these have built into the contract an option to make margin calls or even totally recall 

thee loan, if the price of the collateral falls by a pre-specificd percentage. The creditor 

bankk can use this option in times of a crisis. Moreover, banks often have the option of 

reducingg their as yet undisbursed commitments in a particular country. 

Overr the past couple of years, the average maturity of bank credit has declined, and 

thiss has only partly been voluntary. Table 2.2 presents the share of short-term bonds -

i.e.,, those with maturity less than or equal to one year - and bonds with put options in 

totall  bond issues for the period 1991-1998, calculated from the Capital Data Bondware 

database.22 The data represent gross capital flows to emerging markets through issuance 

off  new bonds during the year (which are not directly comparable to debt stocks or flows 

presentedd by the BIS or the GDF). What is remarkable about this table is that the 

amountt of bonds with put options is significantly higher than that of short-term bonds. 

2Suchh a bond offers the buyer the right to sell the bond to the issuer at a specified price and within a 

specifiedd period of time. 
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Year r 

1991 1 1992 2 1993 3 1994 4 1995 5 1996 6 1997 7 1998 8 1999 9 

B in .. do l la r s 

Short-term m 

Bondss with put-opt ions 

00 3 

2.0 0 

0.4 4 

2.0 0 

0.2 2 

33 0 

1.8 8 

Ü.Ü Ü 

3.4 4 

0.0 0 

2.3 3 

12.0 0 

2.9 9 

111) ) 

2.5 5 

0.3 3 

1.1 1 

2.7 7 

%% of t o ta l b o n ds 

Short-term m 

Boiulss with put-opt ions 

2.3 3 

17.9 9 

1.9 9 

9.8 8 

O.J J 

7.1 1 

3.8 8 

15 5 

0.5 5 

111 1 

2.3 3 

12.2 2 

2.5 5 

9.5 5 

3.4 4 

8.0 0 

2.3 3 

0.8 8 

Sonne:: Capi tal Data Boiitlwarc. 'F igures for 1999 arc for .Jaimarv-Scptcintxi 

Tablee 2.2: Short-term emerging market bonds and bonds with put options. 

Unfortunately,, similar calculations are not easy to perform on syndicated loans, and are 

nearlyy impossible for privately placed or bilateral loans. But these figures make it clear 

thatt estimates based on short-term bonds alone wil l seriously underestimate the extent 

off  potentially reversible flows through the bond market. 

Besidess this possibility by put-options that enables a bank to reduce the maturity of 

mediumm and long-term investments, there are other difficulties with existing information 

whichh prevent a more complete appreciation of the short-term debt situation of a country. 

Thee primary source of information on short-term debt on a world-wide basis, at this point 

off  time, continues to be the BIS statistics. The problem is that while these statistics are 

quitee good in measuring bank debt, they do not cover the non-banking sector flows at all. 

Thesee flows have become very important over the last decade. Mutual funds and invest-

mentt banks are important players today in world capital markets, yet no comprehensive 

dataa source exists which reports on their activities. Inter-company cross-border flows may 

alsoo have a significant impact on a country's external debt position, yet information on 

theirr volume or maturity structure is not available. 

Evenn within the banking sector, the BIS statistics have lagged behind in covering all 

thee newly emerging banking centers. To the extent that these centers mediate capital 

flowsflows to some developing countries, part of the actual debt position of that country will 

nott be reported. The problem is especially acute for countries like Brazil and Mexico for 

whichh flows from off-shore centers are important. 

Withinn the BIS reporting system itself, a few gaps remain in the coverage. There is 

inadequatee coverage of off balance sheet items. Foreign exchange forward and swap instru-

ments,, which create market risk as well as credit risk exposures without being reported on 

thee balance sheet, are generally excluded from the reported statistics. Derivative positions 

mayy be an important element of financial vulnerability however, as the case of Thailand 

duringg the recent crisis indicates. 
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Theree is also no reporting of deposits in domestic institutions held by non-residents. 

Forr a few countries like India, Turkey and Pakistan, these may be important in maintain-

ingg the foreign exchange position. In India for example, at the end of December 1998, 

short-termm non-resident deposits stood at $1.7 billion, and accounted for about 47% of 

thee country's overall short-term debt (in terms of original maturity)."1 Exclusion of these 

mayy therefore result in serious under-reporting of total short-term debt for at least a few 

countries.. Additionally, a shortcoming of the current primary reporting systems is that 

theree is littl e information available on domestic debt which is held by non-residents.' If 

theree is capital flight out of a country, this is another potential avenue. A last important 

potentiall  source of flight capital are the short-term assets, denominated in local currency, 

heldd by residents. Chapter 5 studies, theoretically, the interaction between investments 

madee by local and international investors for the timing of speculation and capital flight. 

2.2.22 Trends and Regional Pat terns 

Thiss section examines the behavior of short-term debt during the post-1986 period in 

relationn to: a) Total debt as reported by GDF: b) Total bank claims as reported by the 

BIS;; and c) Gross flows of syndicated loans. It wil l appear that the maturity of bank debt 

inn emerging markets has shortened in recent years and the importance of short-term debt 

hass increased in overall capital flows. A close examination of regional patterns reveals 

thatt short-term debt played a more important role in East-Asia than in other regions. 

Finally,, we present some estimates of sectoral allocation of short-term syndicated loans 

obtainedd from the Loanware database which reveals the growing importance of inter-bank 

loans.'' ' 

Thee 1990s marked a boom cycle in international lending to developing countries until 

thee crises of 1997. Total debt of the developing world doubled from about $1 trillio n in 

19866 to $2.2 trillio n in 1997. During the same period outstanding short-term debt tripled 

fromm $140 billion to $430 billion. Consequently, the ratio of short-term debt to total debt 

increasedd from 12% in 1986 to 20% in 1997. 

Thee 1990s also marked a shift in the pattern of external finance to developing countries, 

fromm debt to equity and from bank to non-bank sources. Commercial bank loans were 

replacedd by portfolio and direct investments as the wave of globalization and capital 

accountt liberalization in emerging markets coincided with an absence of good investment 

3India'ss External Debt: A Status Report. Ministry of Finance, Government of India, April 1998. 
44 Domestic debt is defined as debt issued locally in the domestic currency. 
aThee BIS publishes allocation of total bank claims to public, private banks and private non-banking 

sectors,, but it does not publish the sectoral allocation of short-term debt. 
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P e r i od d 

Al ll  developing countries 

198C-1989 9 

37% % 

1 9 9 0 - 1 9 93 3 

30% % 

|| 1 9 9 4 - 1 9 97 

33% % 

R e g i on n 

East-Asiaa and Pacific (EAP) 

Em-op»;; ami Central-Asia (ECA) 

Lat in-Americaa and tin- Caribbean (LAC) 

Middle-East,, and North-Africa (MENA) 

South-Asiaa (SA) 

Sul.-Saharann Africa (SSA) 

39%. . 

53% % 

24% % 

12% % 

27%. . 

39% % 

39% % 

20% % 

11% % 

18% % 

48% % 

37% % 

3«% % 

24% % 

15% % 

15% % 

Source:: BIS and Worldbank (GDF). 

Tablee 2.3: Share of bank claims in total debt. 

opportunitiess and low interest rates in the industrial countries (GEP (1993, Chapter 1) 

andd Mussa et al. (1999)). This disintermediation process had three implications: a) 

Thee share of bank loans in total capital flows declined; b) The share of short-term loans 

inn total bank loans increased from around 30% in 1986 to 47% in 1997 as longer term 

investmentss were channeled into equity and bonds; and c) Changes in total bank loans 

weree driven by changes in short-term debt. 

Tablee 2.3 presents the share of BIS bank claims in total outstanding debt reported by 

GDFF for six regional groupings. The effect of the displacement of bank loans by bonds 

andd equity as discussed above is evident in Latin America and the Caribbean where the 

sharee of bank claims in total debt has fallen from 53% during 1986-1989 to 38% in 1994-

1997.. A similar decline is evident for Sub-Saharan Africa. Nevertheless, bank claims still 

constitutee about one-third of outstanding debt stock of all developing countries. This 

sharee is the highest - almost half - in East-Asia, and the lowest in South-Asia and Sub-

Saharann Africa at around 15 percent. 

Whichh are the top destinations of short-term loans? Expectedly, countries that receive 

moree bank loans also receive more short-term loans. Thus, countries in East-Asia and 

thee Pacific received 45% of all short-term debt flowing to developing countries followed 

byy Latin-America and the Caribbean which received 31%. during 1994-1997 as shown in 

Figuree 2.1. South Korea alone received nearly 15% of all short-term debt during 1994-

19977 and, together with Thailand, accounted for over a quarter of the total short-term 

debtt to all developing countries (see Table 2.4). 

Amongg other things, the concentration of short-term debt in these two countries was 

aa result of policy. South Korea actively discouraged long-term investments in equity, 

whilee in fact Thailand encouraged short-term bank debt through the Bangkok Interna-

tionall  Banking Facility (BIBF). Chile and Malaysia, on the other hand, had policies that 
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M o stt  s h o r t - t e r m debt g o es to East As ia and L a t i n A m e r i c a 

Figuree 2.1: Regional allocation of short-term debt, 1994-1997. Source: GDF. See Table 

2.33 for abbreviations. 

R a nk k 

1 1 

2 2 

3 3 

4 4 

5 5 

6 6 

7 7 

B B 

9 9 

10 0 

11 1 

12 2 

13 3 

14 4 

15 5 

C o u n t ry y 

Southh Korea 

Thai land d 

Brazil l 

Indonesia a 

Mexico o 

China a 

Argentina a 

Russiann Federation 

South-Africa a 

Malaysia a 

Chile e 

India a 

Philippines s 

Colombia a 

Iran,, Islamic Rep. 

S h o r t - t e rm m 

B i n .. do l l a rs* 

555 3 

39.8 8 

37.3 3 

29.6 6 

28.4 4 

25.5 5 

25.1 1 

21.1 1 

11.0 0 

10.1 1 

8.1 1 

7.4 4 

6.7 7 

6.2 2 

5.1 1 

d e bt t 

S h a r e" " 

14.7 7 

10.5 5 

9.9 9 

7.8 8 

7.5 5 

(j.7 7 

b.U U 

00 4 

2.9 9 

2.7 7 

22 1 

2.0 0 

1.8 8 

1.0 0 

1.4 4 

Source:: BIS; * Annual average, **  Percentage of total shor t - term debt to all developing conutric.--

Tablee 2.4: Top 15 recipient countries of short-term debt during 1994-1997. 
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Al ll  developing countries 

P e r i od d 

1986-1989 9 

G D FF | B I S 

1 9 9 0 - 1 9 93 3 

G D FF | B I S 

1 9 9 4 - 1 9 97 7 

G D FF | B I S 

14%%  14% 17% 14% 19% 19%. 

R e g i on n 

East-Asiaa mid Pacific 

Lat in-Americaa and the Car ibbean 

Europee and Central-Asia 

Middle-Eastt and North-Africa 

South-Asia a 

Sub-Saharann Africa 

20%%  16%, 23%, 23%, 29%. 29% 

10%,, 17%, 18%, 17%, 19% 2(1%, 

10%%  15%, 

13%,, 10%, lfj%, 13%, 11%, 11%, 

10%.. 5%, 8% 4% ü%, 7%, 

18%,, 9%, 

Note:: The GDF definition of debt uses the original matur i ty concept; the DIS definition of debt uses the remaining matur i ty 

concept.. Da ta for Russia prior to 1994 and for South-Africa prior to 1995 are missing. 

Tablee 2.5: Share of short-term debt in total debt. 

discouragedd short-term borrowing and are found to be at the bottom end of the list of 

topp recipients of short-term debt with a share of, respectively, 2.1% and 2.7% in total 

short-termm debt to all developing countries. 

Tablee 2.5 reports the share in total debt of short-term debt according to the GDF 

definitionn based on original maturity, and the BIS definition based on remaining maturity. 

I tt is seen from both definitions that this share has increased from around 14% in the late 

1980ss to 19% during 1994-1997 for all developing countries. Short-term debt based on 

originall  maturity rose the fastest in Latin-America and the Caribbean where it almost 

doubledd over the last decade. There was also a rapid increase in this share in East-Asia 

andd the Pacific. In contrast, South-Asia experienced some decline in newly contracted 

short-termm debt. 

Thee shortening of maturity is also evident from examining BIS bank claims on devel-

opingg countries. For all developing countries, the proportion of bank claims which were 

short-termm rose from 37% in 1986-1989 to 54% during 1994-1997, before falling to 49% 

inn 1998 following the financial crises. This pattern is true for all regions and all major 

recipientt countries (Table 2.6).° 

Thee proportion of short-term bank claims has been the highest in Asia over the decade. 

I tt is interesting to note that in South-East Asia the shift in bank debt towards the short-

GMussaa et al. (1999) noted a cycle in debt maturity that roughly coincides with the boom-bust cycle 

off  the late seventies and early eighties, with debt maturities shortening during the boom phase and 

lengtheningg after the bust. The shortening of maturity in the late eighties and early nineties is consistent 

withh their observations. This suggests that the share of short-term in total debt depends positively on 

thee growth rate of GDP in an emerging market which is supported by our empirical results reported in 

Chapterr 3. 
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Per iod d 

Al ll  developing countr ies 

1986-1989 9 

37%, , 

1990 -19933 | 

48%. . 

1994 -1997 7 

54% % 

1998 8 

49%. . 

C o u n t r y y 

Southh Korea 

Thai land d 

Indonesia a 

Phil ippines s 

Malaysia a 

Brazil l 

Argent ina a 

Ecuador r 

Chile e 

Mexico o 

China a 

India a 

56%, , 

41% % 

41% % 

31% % 

21% % 

30% % 

28% % 

411 % 

39% % 

23% % 

3<J% % 

33%. . 

71%. . 

1)8% % 

58% % 

39% % 

43%.. . 

40%. . 

41% % 

50% % 

47%. . 

41%. . 

44%. . 

35%. . 

08% % 

08%. . 

01% % 

53% % 

50% % 

58% % 

56%. . 

54%. . 

52% % 

40% % 

48% % 

45% % 

45% % 

58% % 

53%, , 

54% % 

45%, , 

50%. . 

55%. . 

00%. . 

40%, , 

45%, , 

54% % 

40%. . 

Source;:: BIS. 

Tablee 2.6: Short-term claims in total bank claims (original maturity). 

A v e r a gee m a t u r i t y of s y n d i c at 

Al ll  developing countr ies 

Per iod d 

1980-1984 4 || 1985 -1989 | 1 9 9 0 - 1 9 94 

edd l oans t o e m e r g i ng marke ts* * 

0.0 0 0.00 4.9 

jj  1995-1999* 

4.4 4 

R e g i on n 

East-Asiaa and Pacific 

Lat in-Americaa and the Car ibbean 

Europee and Central-Asia 

Middle-East,, and North-Africa 

South-Asia a 

Sub-Sahaiann Africa 

Sharee of s h o r t - t e r m l e n d i ng i 

Al ll  developing countr ies 

5.9 9 

0.5 5 

4.7 7 

4.0 0 

5.9 9 

0.7 7 

irr t o tal s y n d. 

0 0 

0.77 4.9 

7.33 5.2 

7.11 0.4 

5.22 5.0 

8.00 44 

5.33 5.5 

l end ingg t o e m e r g i ng mar 

5.00 10.2 

4.9 9 

3.9 9 

4.0 0 

4.3 3 

5.0 0 

3.4 4 

ke ts s 

17.5 5 

R e g i on n 

East-Asiaa and Pacific 

Lat in-Americaa and the Car ibbean 

Europee and Central-Asia 

Middle-East,, and North-Africa 

South-Asia a 

Sub-Saharann Africa 

2.0 0 

12.5 5 

8.3 3 

7.7 7 

19.5 5 

3.4 4 

2.99 8.1 

2.11 12.4 

1.00 0.0 

10.77 14.3 

0.00 46.9 

1 144 8 .0 

10.0 0 

24.3 3 

144 3 

18.2 2 

24.0 0 

27.8 8 

Source:: Capi tal Data Loanware. 

Note:: ' 1999 figures are until June; **  years and months. 

Tablee 2.7: Syndicated lending to emerging markets. 
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termm took place primarily in the period 1986 to 1992. In this period the region's ratio of 

short-termm claims to total bank claims rose from 43% to 59%. It peaked in June 1995 at 

64%,, before coming down again. Between June 1993 to just before the crisis in June 1997, 

forr East-Asia as a whole, this number hardly grew. This sort of plateau in the short-term 

claimss relative to total bank claims is absent in Latin-America. Moreover, bond maturity 

dataa show a rising trend in the proportion of short-term debt for all regions between 1985 

andd 1998 (Mussa et al. (1999)). 

Thee shortening of maturity is also evident for syndicated loans that are reported in 

Capitall  Data Loanware {see Table 2.7). It is seen that the average maturity of syndicated 

bankk loans declined by five months from 4 years and 9 months in the early nineties to 

fourr and a half years in recent years. Consistent with this finding, the share of short-

termm loans in the total volume of syndicated loans rose from 10.2% to 17.5% during this 

period.. The shortening of maturityy and the rise in the share of short-term loans was faster 

inn Latin-America than in East-Asia. 

2.2.33 Sectoral Allocation of Total Debt 

Thee most noteworthy trend in the flow of bonds and bank debt is a substantial increase 

inn the share of the private sector. There has also been a rise in the share of interbank 

transactionss in bank loans going to the developing countries. As can be seen from Figure 

2.2,, the share of private sector debt in total debt has increased in both Latin-America 

andd East-Asia with the share of the public sector in total external debt declining. This 

iss consistent with the observation that in recent crises, unlike the earlier debt crisis of 

thee 1980s, debt has been private instead of public. One difference between East-Asia and 

Latin-Americaa is that for the former the share of private banks in total debt has increased 

whilee for the latter the share has remained more or less constant. 

Unfortunately,, although the BIS publishes the allocation of total bank claims to the 

publicc sector, to banks, and to the private non-banking sector, there is very littl e infor-

mationn available on the allocation of short-term debt. As there is a strong correlation 

betweenn growth of bank loans and the growth of short-term loans, as appeared earlier, 

onee could possibly infer that interbank loans constitute a large share of short-term debt. 

Too check this, we reproduce below the sectoral breakdown of short-term syndicated loans 

too emerging markets, calculated using the database from Capital Data Loanware. 

Ass can be seen from Table 2.8, in recent years over 42% of short-term syndicated 

loanss to emerging markets went to financial institutions. In particular, almost one-third 

off  short-term syndicated debt was received by commercial banks. Interestingly, the share 
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off  short-term debt going into the property sector has always been minuscule, even though 

theree was rapid growth in domestic credit to the property sector in recent years. This 

iss consistent with the view that banks in emerging markets often borrowed short-term 

foreignn debt and lend this to property companies (and others), thereby contributing to 

thee bubble in the property sector. Indeed, if short-term debt fueled a real estate boom, 

thiss obviously contributed to the severity of the crises as liabilities are not only overvalued, 

theyy are long-term as well. As a consequence, the recipient country is faced with both a 

maturi tyy and an asset-liability mismatch.' 

Figuree 2.2: Allocation of total debt (Source: GDF). 

'Thee potential for capital flight in such a situation wil l be studied in Chapter 5. 
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Per i od d 

1980 -1984 4 1985 -19899 | 1990 -1994 1995-1999* * 

S e c t or r 

Financiall  inst i tut ions 

C o m m e r c i all  banks 

Commerciall  and industrial 

Oi ll  a nd g as 

P r o p e r t y y 

A g r i b u s i n e ss s 

Utilit ie s s 

Transportat ion n 

Government t 

Other r 

Totall  short- term lending, 

8.1%, , 

7.8%. . 

55.7% % 

15.8% % 

0.3%, , 

5.5% % 

14.1%, , 

2.7%. . 

11.1% % 

8.4% % 

100%. . 

24.7%% 32.7%. 

23.8%% l'J.2%. 

53.4%,, 40.2%, 

31.4%,, 17.2% 

0.0%.. 0.9%, 

10,5%,, 10.8% 

0.0%,, 3.2%, 

3.8%.. 7.1%. 

18.0%,, 10.2%, 

0.0%% 0.0% 

100%,, 100%, 

42.8%. . 

2'J.«% % 

34.6%, , 

12.0% % 

0.'J% % 

3.0% % 

'J.. 7%, 

2.1% % 

10,4% % 

0.4%. . 

100%, , 

Source:: Capital Data Loanware 

Note:: * l'JO'J figures are until .lune. 

Tablee 2.8: Sectoral breakdown of short-term syndicated lending to emerging markets. 

2.22.2 A Volatilit y of Capital Flows and Vulnerability to Financial 

Crises s 

Privatee capital flows to developing countries have been volatile and subject to sudden 

sharpp reversals, often precipitating if not acting as a leading cause of the immediate 

externall  payments and financial crises in many developing countries. This is seen in the 

abruptt decline in such inflows in the debt crises of the early 1980s, and once again in the 

reversalss precipitating the Mexican crisis in 1994, the East-Asian crisis in 1997, and the 

Russiann and Brazilian crises of 1998-1999. In South Korea, Malaysia and Thailand total 

bankk debt outstanding fell by more than 30% between 1997 and 1998. More than half 

off  short-term bank debt outstanding in June 1997 had left these countries by December 

1998. . 

Ass discussed at some length in the Global Development Finance Report 1999 and 

inn the Global Economic Prospects Report 1998, it is private non-FDI flows that have 

oftenn been the most volatile among capital flows and, moreover, subject to sudden sharp 

reversals.. FDI flows, in contrast, have been much more stable in or out of crises periods. 

Moreover,, the volatility in non-FDI flows is especially notable at the individual country 

level,, where it is many times greater than the volatility in aggregate non-FDI flows to all 

developingg countries. Periods of euphoria and capital inflow surges in a boom period are 

oftenn followed by periods of panic and sudden sharp reversals in a bust episode.8 

"Moree on the cyclical nature of capital flows in Chapter 3. 
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Withinn private non-FDI flows, different types of flows appear to have very different 

characteristicss and behavior, particularly in times of downturns. For example, examina-

tionn of the volatility of different types of non-FDI flows to three countries (Argentina. 

Mexico.. Hungary) appear to suggest that portfolio equity flows are relatively less volatile 

andd may often resemble the relative stability of FDI, but private debt flows are more 

volatilee and subject to large reversals that intensify and magnify an external payments 

crisis.. It is also widely believed that non-FDI flows have become more volatile, and large 

capitall  flow reversals more frequent, in the 1990s relative to earlier periods (Mussa et al. 

(1999)). . 

Conceptuallyy at least, short-term flows are potentially the most reversible component 

off  capital flows. The concept of reversibility, at least as it is used in this dissertation, refers 

too downward volatility only. More specifically, in the event of a large deterioration of credit 

riskk of the borrower, short-term credit is more susceptible to retrenchment than longer-

termm flows especially because only a minority of the latter contains clauses permitting 

investorss to reduce the maturity of their exposure. Additionally, withdrawal of other types 

off  capital can be quite costly during difficul t times. For example, liquidating FDI may 

involvee selling plants and machinery, and selling stocks or bonds usually involves losses for 

thee investor. In contrast, short-term bank loans can be reversed at almost no costs. Short-

termm debt is a primary market where increases in risk perception immediately affect the 

availabilityy of funds. On the other hand, longer-term debt trades in the secondary market 

wheree changes in risk perception affect secondary market prices and affects servicing 

futuree financing needs. During both the crises in Asia and the debt crises of the 1980s, it 

wass short-term capital that proved to be most reversible and not so much foreign direct 

investmentt and portfolio investments. Only during the Mexican crisis it was both short-

termm capital and portfolio investments that were simultaneously reversed. Especially 

forr Asia, total debt has been relatively low. As a consequence, secondary markets are 

relativelyy small and getting rid of debt with longer maturities could be much more costly, 

comparedd to reversing short-term debt, in terms of a large decline in secondary market 

prices.. In South Korea and Thailand, from 1996 to 1998. the reversals in short-term credit 

fromm BIS reporting banks were dramatic, equalling (as a percentage of GDP) 14%, 13%, 

andd 10% in Korea and 25%, 25%, and 21% in Thailand, respectively. 

Consistentt with the boom-bust cycle in international lending referred to earlier, fast 

growthh in domestic GDP is associated with countries borrowing more and increasingly 

short-termm (we come back to this in our empirical analyses in Chapter 3). As a conse-

quence,, high growth rates increase the short-term debt to reserves ratio and increase the 

countries'' vulnerability to a financial crisis. Without active asset-liability policies, a large 
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A v e r a gee g r o w t h (%) 

C o u n t r y y 

Indonesia a 

Southh Korea 

Malaysia a 

Thee Philippine* 

Thai land d 

i nn s h o r t - t e r m debt in reserves 

18.33 10.0 

1844 7.3 

3(i.88 7.1 

38.33 1-1.3 

21.55 7-1 

Tablee 2.9: Average annual growth in short-term debt and in reserves in East-Asia. 1993-

1997. . 

dropp in the growth rate may be necessary to bring down this ratio below unity and this 

iss precisely what has happened in East-Asia since 1997. 

Duringg the period 1993-1997 growth rates in reserves were positive as shown in Table 

2.9.. The growth in the ratio of short-term debt to reserves in East-Asia over this period 

cann therefore be fully attributed to the relatively faster growth in short-term debt. 

Somee early studies on crisis prediction did not find any strong evidence that the 

maturityy profile of external debt mattered for a crisis (for example, Frankel and Rose 

(1996),, Sachs, Tornell and Velasco (1996a), and Kaminsky, Lizondo and Reinhart (1998)). 

Moree recently, evidence is accumulating that the ratio of short-term debt to reserves is a 

keyy factor in recent crises. Furman and Stiglitz (1998) note that at the end of 1996, 11 

off  the 42 developing countries for which data were then available had short-term debt to 

BISS reporting banks higher than the level of reserves. Several countries from this group 

subsequentlyy faced severe financial difficulties - for example. Indonesia (with a ratio of 

1.9),, South Korea (2.0), Thailand (1.2), South Africa (11.6). Pakistan (5.1), Russia (2.1). 

Bulgariaa (2.1), and Zimbabwe (1.3). 

Radelett and Sachs (1998a, 1998b) find that short-term debt as a ratio to reserves is 

significantlyy associated with 9 cases of crisis (defined as a sharp shift from capital inflow to 

outfloww between any two years) identified between 1994-1997 for a sample of 19 emerging 

markets.. Using a larger and longer sample from a different database (IIF), Rodrik and 

Velascoo (1999) find that when the ratio of short-term debt to reserves is higher than 1, 

theree is a 10 percentage points higher probability of crisis compared to when the ratio is 

beloww unity. They also find that the probability of crisis increases with total debt, the 

currentt account deficit, and appreciation of the real exchange rate, suggesting that both 

liquidityy and fundamentals play a role in inducing crises. 

Thiss conclusion is also strongly supported by Bussiere and Mulder (1999a). This study 

stressess that short-term debt to reserves ratio's is not only a strong indicator of crises, 

butt it is also found to be significantly superior to alternative liquidity risk specifications 
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suchh as imports over reserves, and three different specifications of money (MO, Ml , and 

M2)) ratio to reserves. 

Bussieree and Mulder (1999a) also indicate the potential size of trade-offs between 

liquidityy and fundamentals factors. For example, high levels of reserves can protect to 

somee extent against weak fundamentals in reducing the vulnerability of countries to crises; 

alternatively,, good fundamentals can only play a limited role in providing protection 

againstt a liquidity-run if the ratio of short-term debt to reserves is very high. In general, 

thee results suggest, again similar to Rodrik and Velasoo (1999). that a safe threshold of 

short-termm debt to reserves appears to be below 1 (i.e.. the crisis index would be 0 with 

suchh a level of short-term debt to reserves, without overvaluation of the currency, and 

iff  the current account is (modestly) in surplus). Countries that have some weaknesses 

inn current account deficits and/or some exchange rate overvaluation can still live with 

relativelyy low risks of financial crises provided they maintain reasonably high levels of 

reservess relative to short-term debt. Alternatively, strong current account surpluses can 

protectt against vulnerabilities of high short-term debt relative to reserve. However, these 

marginss are small, and in the end. any country that has short-term debt levels relative 

too reserves that significantly exceeds unity appears to run sharply escalating levels of 

vulnerabilityy to the onset of financial crises. These vulnerability windows are particularly 

importantt for private-to-private capital flows intermediated by the banking systems in 

thee 1990s (Bussiere and Mulder 1999b). 

2.2.55 Concluding Remarks 

Theree is an urgent need to improve the system for collecting data on short-term debt. A 

largee part of the potentially reversible components of capital flows is not captured in exist-

ingg reporting systems. Omissions include investments by mutual funds, investment com-

panies.. non-BIS banks, deposits held by non-residents, and inter-company cross-border 

flows.. Off-balance sheet exposures are also omitted from the BIS definition, which re-

mainss the primary source of information on short-term flows. Bonds and loans with put-

optionss are also excluded. 

Accumulationn of short-term debt in excess of a country's short-term liquidity (as in-

dicatedd by foreign reserves holdings) significantly increases its vulnerability to a financial 

crisis.. Short-term debt may have played an important role in precipitating and aggra-

vatingg crises, but it is not always the trigger which starts the whole chain of events as 

deterioratingg fundamentals may also play a significant role in causing vulnerability to 

increase.. Close monitoring of short-term debt is nevertheless essential to avoid a run on 
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currenciess and/or a situation of illiquidit y when it exceeds certain threshold levels relative 

too external reserves or in relation to domestic currency reserves of banks. However, as wil l 

bee one of the conclusions of Chapter 5, having a short-term debt to reserves ratio lower 

thann unity may not be sufficient to avoid a sudden-stop to capital inflows as attention 

shouldd also be given to the potential for capital flight by domestic residents. Neverthe-

less,, the policy maker is well-advised to observe caution in attracting capital inflows, 

particularlyy at the short end. 

Ass was mentioned, high short-term debt relative to international reserves has been 

identifiedd as a leading indicator if not the main cause of the recent financial crises in 

Mexico,, in East-Asia, and later in Russia and Brazil. As a consequence, insight into why 

emergingg markets often accumulate large amounts of short-term debt becomes important, 

possiblyy contributing to future crisis prevention. Given the relevance of the maturity 

profilee of debt, in relation to reserves, for financial crises it becomes critical to identify 

thee factors that determine the share of short-term debt in total debt. This investigation of 

thee determinants of the maturity structure of external debt of developing countries as well 

ass the question of whether short-term capital flows tend to be stabilizing or de-stabilizing 

wil ll  be undertaken in Chapter 3. 

Besidess attention for the size of capital inflows, the moment when these flows come 

too a sudden-stop is crucially important. The factors contributing to capital flight and 

speculationn mentioned in this chapter include weak fundamentals such as exchange rate 

overvaluationn and an asset-liability and maturity mismatch facing the borrower resulting 

inn a situation of illiquidity . In general the difficulties of financial intermediation under 

imperfectt information prove to be important for understanding the determinants, and 

thereforee the timing, of capital flight. In Chapters 4 and 5 we wil l develop models to 

studyy these issues which wil l provide better insights for policy formulations intended to 

deall  with excessive volatility on financial markets and crises prevention. 

2.33 Trade, Technology, and the Labor Market 

2.3.11 Background 

Onee of the most noteworthy developments in OECD labor markets has been the rise in 

incomee inequality and the increase in, and persistence of, unemployment of especially low 

skilledd workers. As these changes were accompanied by increased trade in goods and ser-

vicess as well as the development and rapid spread of new technologies, it is not surprising 

thatt considerable and renewed attention has focused on studying the relationship between 
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Year r 

19811 | 1 9 85 | 1990 | 1995 | 1990 | 1997 

C o u n t r y y 

Canada a 

F rame e 

Italy y 

Nether lands s 

U K K 

U.S. . 

Brazil l 

Chile e 

Mexin. . 

Venezuela a 

China a 

Indonesia a 

Phil ippines s 

Thai land d 

27.22 29.9 29.9 31.5 

29.00 29. (J 32.7 32.7 

333 1 33.2 32.7 30.2 

29.66 29.2 32.2 31.0 32.Ü 32.2 

25.11 27.1 32 3 34 0 

40.ÜÜ 41.9 42.8 15.(1 45.5 45.9 

577 1 5S.9 00.0 59 9 59.1 

533 5 54.9 53.2 55.0 50 4 

50.00 55.0 5 70 

433 0 45.5 44.4 44.2 lul l 47.8 

32.00 31.4 34.Ü 115 - 40.3 

33.77 32.4 33.1 31.2 30 5 

11.77 40.8 15 1 - 4 90 

4311 17.4 46.8 43 1 45.3 42.1 

S o n n e:: Tin- World Income Inequality Database, United Nations. 2000. 

Tablee 2.10: Gini coefficients for selected OECD and emerging market economies. 

trade,, technology, and the labor market. 

Thee first stylized fact of labor markets in both mature and emerging markets has been 

thee widespread increase in income inequality. Table 2.10 shows the evolution of income 

inequalityy in a selected number of countries as expressed by the Gini coefficient. The 

Ginii  coefficient may be given as a proportion or as a percentage (the latter is the case 

forr Table 2.10). The Gini coefficient wil l be equal to 0 when the income distribution is 

completelyy egalitarian. If the society's total income accrues to only one person/household 

unit,, leaving the rest with no income at all. then the Gini coefficient wil l be equal to 1 or 

1000 percent. 

Thee data are obtained from the World Income Inequality Database which is con-

structedd and maintained by the United Nations.'1 This database contains the most com-

prehensive,, although far from perfect, information on income inequality for 151 developed, 

developing,, and transition economies. Despite being a panel, one should be careful with 

cross-countryy comparisons as well as interpreting the data for a single country over time. 

Thee main cause for this lack of comparability stems from differences respectively changes 

inn the income definition or reference unit employed. The income definitions used in Table 

2.100 are Net Income respectively Gross Income where Net Income applies to France, Italy, 

U.K.,, U.S., Brazil, Chile, Mexico, Venezuela, China, the Philippines, and Thailand; Gross 

1JSeee UNU/WIDER-UNDP World Income Inequality Database, version 1.0. September 12, 2000, which 

cann be downloaded from http://www.wider.unu.edu/wiid/wiid.htm. 

http://www.wider.unu.edu/wiid/wiid.htm
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Incomee applies to Canada, the Netherlands, and Indonesia. The reference units for the 

countriess reported in Table 2.10 are, 

a.. Household or Family Equivalent: Canada (1981, 1985, 1990), France {1981, 1985), 

U.K.; ; 

b.. Head of Household: Canada (1995), France (1990, 1995), Brazil (1981, 1985, 1990), 

Venezuelaa (1985, 1995-1997), China (1995, 1997), Indonesia (1995, 1996); 

c.. Person: Chile (1981, 1985, 1990), Mexico, Venezuela (1981, 1990), China (1981, 

1985,, 1990), Indonesia (1981, 1985, 1990): 

d.. Household: Italy, Netherlands, U.S.. Brazil (1995, 1996), Chile (1995, 1996), Philip-

pines,, Thailand. 

Despitee these inter- and intra-country limitations to comparability, the picture that 

emergess from Table 2.10 is that income inequality since 1981 has generally shown an 

upwardd trend in both advanced countries and emerging market economies. 

AA second stylized fact of labor markets in advanced countries has been the increase 

inn the duration of unemployment, despite relatively fast economic growth, in the 1990s. 

Forr a number of OECD countries this is illustrated by the data reported in Table 2.11. 

Distinctivee characteristics of labor market institutions can probably explain to a large 

extentt the cross-sectional variation in the length of unemployment spells. On the other 

hand,, the increase in the fraction of long-term unemployment to total unemployment seen 

forr most countries since 1983 is due to unemployment feeding upon itself, for example 

becausee workers who lose their jobs become discouraged or lose part of their skills. As a 

consequence,, if increased trade in goods and services as well as technological improvements 

causee the unemployment rate to rise they are also one of the main suspects behind the 

lengtheningg of unemployment duration. 

AA third, and for our purposes last, well documented stylized fact of labor markets in 

advancedd countries is that the experience of being unemployed is heavily biased towards 

loww skilled workers. Additionally, many observers claim that this bias has been increasing 

sincee the 1990s. As Table 2.12 documents, a consistent increase in the ratio of low-skilled 

too high-skilled unemployment is only observed for the United States, with the picture for 

thee other countries reported being mixed. In general, the empirical pattern that emerges 

iss that predominantly low-skilled unemployment increased since the early 1990s in the US, 

whilee for most other industrial countries this phenomenon only occurred during the second 

halff  of the decade. This could be consistent with seeing recent labor market developments 
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Year r 

1983 3 

Lesss t h an 

66 m o u t hs 

122 months 

andd over 

1990 0 

Lesss t h an 

GG m o n t hs 

122 m o n t hs 

a ndd over 

1998 8 

Lesss t h an 

GG m o n t hs 

122 m o n t hs 

a ndd over 

C o u n t r y y 

Austral ia a 

Canada a 

France e 

Germany y 

Gl-l'CCI' ' 

Italy y 

Japan n 

Nether lands s 

U K . . 

U.S. . 

33 27.5 09 0 21 G 51 G 29 4 

71.55 9.7 79.8 7 2 78.(i 11 G 

33.00 42.2 44.5 38,(1 44.5 40,3 

35.22 39.2 35,3 46.8 32.8 51.7 

39.55 34.8 28.1 19 8 25.2 519 

40.'JJ 42.5 14,8 G9 8 22.8 614 

G8.55 12,9 Gl.0 19.1 55.5 22 4 

2G.55 49 4 30.4 49 3 19.3 13.5 

32.77 4G G 19.7 3 11 54 3 29 8 

7G.11 13 3 90.(1 5.5 87,7 G.8 

S o n n e:: Employment Out look (OECD) 

Tablee 2.11: Duration of unemployment as a percentage of total unemployment in selected 

OECDOECD countries. 

ass being caused by the technology revolution if one can make the case that this revolution 

tookk off in the US and was then followed by several other advanced countries. 

2.3.22 Trade versus Technology 

Indeedd one can easily think of plausible mechanisms through which (increased) interna-

tionall  trade affects relative factor prices. For the sake of argument, let's discuss Xorth-

Southh trade. Increased imports by the North of labor-intensive goods from the South 

depressess prices of the goods mainly produced by low-skilled labor in the former. This 

wouldd imply a Stolper-Samuelson effect which asserts that the fall in the relative price 

off  these goods should have a magnified downward effect on the real wages of less-skilled 

wrorkers.. As a consequence, some have argued that increased international trade is the 

culpritt for increased income inequality. Notice that this is a direct relationship between 

goodss prices and factor prices; i.e. the volume of trade does not enter the equation. Oth-

ers,, for example Krugman (2000), argue that this is misleading. According to the latter, 

thee imports of manufactured goods from developing countries still amounts to only 2 per-

centt of the combined GDP of the OECD and therefore, despite its growth, this trade is 

simplyy too small to account for a major fraction of the large distributional effects observed 

inn advanced economies. 

Concerningg trade in goods and services, the Introduction to this thesis already men-

tionedd that their volumes nowadays are not unheard off, although this observation is not 

independentt of the specific measurement context. Trade flows are not significantly higher 
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C o u n t r y y 

Canada a 

Denmark k 

France e 

Germany y 

Netherlands s 

Spain n 

U.K. . 

U.S. . 

Y e ar r 

1989 9 

1994 4 

1998 8 

1989 9 

1994 4 

1998 8 

1989 9 

1994 4 

1998 8 

1989 9 

1994 4 

1998 8 

1989 9 

1994 4 

1998 8 

1989 9 

1994 4 

1998 8 

1989 9 

1994 4 

1998 8 

1989 9 

1994 4 

1998 8 

Skil ll  Level 

Lo ww | H i g h | Total | L o w / T o t a l | H i g h / T o t a l | L o w / H i g h 

10.33 2.2 7.5 1.37 0.29 4.68 

14.33 7.3 10.4 1.38 0.70 1.96 

12.22 5.2 8.3 1.47 0.63 2 35 

12.11 3,1 7.7 1,57 0,14 3.56 

17.33 5.3 8.2 2.11 0 65 3.26 

7.00 3.3 5.1 1.37 0.65 2.12 

11.88 3.1) 9.4 1.26 0.32 3.93 

14.77 6.8 12.3 1.20 0.55 2.1G 

14.99 6,6 11.7 1.27 0.56 2.26 

13.88 20 56 2 46 0.4G 5.31 

13.99 5 4 8 4 1.G5 0.G4 1.91 

16.66 5.6 9.4 1.77 0.60 2.96 

13.66 5.0 8.3 1.64 0.G0 2.72 

8.22 4.3 7,1 1.15 0.61 1.91 

6.22 2.3 4.0 1,55 0.58 2.70 

15.66 10.7 12.U 1.21 0.83 116 

21.33 15.0 19.8 1.08 0.76 1,12 

17,00 13.1 15.5 1.10 0.85 1.31 

10.00 2.4 7.1 1.41 0.31 1.17 

13.00 3.9 9.6 1.35 0,11 3.33 

10.55 2.6 6.3 1.67 0.41 4.04 

8.55 2.2 5 2 1,63 0.42 3.86 

12.66 3.2 61 2.07 0.52 3.94 

8.55 2.1 4,5 1.89 0.47 4.05 

Source:: Educat ion at a Glance (OECD), Employment Outlook (OECD). 

Note-- Low refers to less than upper secondary education. Hi^h refers to tert iary level education. The iineuiploytiiei 

iss expressed as a percentage of the total labor force of the category concerned. 

Tablee 2.12: Unemployment by educational attainment for persons aged 25-64. 
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thann they were prior to 1914 if one measures them against GDP. However, they arc much 

largerr if compared to industrial production (see Rodrik. 1998, p.4). Nevertheless, over the 

lastt two decades the share of either imports or exports has roughly doubled in relation to 

GDPP in the US and, omitting intra-OECD trade, the same is true for the OECD countries 

generally. . 

Againstt the trade hypothesis one can argue that, besides its relatively small magnitude, 

incomee inequality has not only increased in advanced countries, but also in developing 

countriess as shown in Table 2.10. Developing countries export the low-skill intensive good 

and.. therefore, there the wage gap between low and high skilled should decline. Because 

off  serious data limitations, most empirical studies have concentrated on the interaction 

betweenn product market integration and the labor market in advanced countries. 

However,, studies that did focus on low-skill abundant regions are Wood (1991) and 

Hansonn and Harrison (1999).1() Wood finds reduced wage inequality in the South. On 

thee other hand. Hanson and Harrison analyze the Mexican experience which provides an 

interestingg case study since there has been considerable liberalization of trade as well as 

thee announcement that Mexico would join the GATT. Almost all exports, as well as most 

imports,, of Mexico are going to. respectively are coming from, the US which provides the 

skill-intensivee counterpart to the low-skill Mexican economy. Between 1984 and 1990. the 

relativee wage of the skilled in Mexico rose by 33%. clearly at odds with Heckscher-Ohlin 

basedd predictions about the impact of trade on the wage distribution in emerging markets. 

Additionall  observations that lend credibility to the view that, besides trade, other factors 

suchh as technological developments play a major role in explaining labor market trends 

aree that the skill-premium has been observed within every cohort of workers and not only 

viaa a change in the sectoral mix of production. 

Thus,, alongside trade, technological progress could be a reason for increased income 

inequalityy in especially the US. and increased unemployment in the more 'income inequal-

ityy averse*  European members of the OECD. Besides factor respectively sector bias, the 

standardd idea why innovations can affect different workers differently is summarized by 

thee word 'skill-biased technological change'. That is, high-skilled workers are more com-

plementaryy to new technologies than low-skilled workers and therefore income inequality 

shouldd increase. Since the 1980s, skill differentials in hourly wages due to differences in 

education,, both between and within groups, of workers has risen sharply. For example. 

Autor,, Katz, and Krueger (1998) document that for the US in the 1970s, college gradu-

atess earned 55 percent more than high school graduates, which fell to 41 percent in 1980. 

afterr which the premium increased to 62 percent in 1995. This increase in wage inequality 

100 See also Nahuis (2000). 
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Year r 

1989 9 

Loww J High 

1992 2 

Lo ww H i g h 

1995 5 

Loww H i g h 

1997 7 

Lo ww | H i g h 

1998 8 

Lo ww | H ig h 

C o u n t r y y 

Canada a 

Denmark k 

Frame e 

Germany y 

Netherlands s 

Spain n 

U.K. . 

U.S. . 

922 175 00 104 87 150 82 151 

800 145 80 140 83 133 85 140 

877 174 80 175 - - 84 10'J 

888 170 88 158 81 103 

800 178 84 132 85 153 84 137 

788 138 70 101 -

844 103 80 171 73 153 - - 04 108 

044 KJO 00 170 08 174 - - 70 184 

Sonne:: Educat ion ut a Glance (OECD), Employment Outlook (OECD) 

Note:: Earnings are expressed relative to earnings at the upper secondary level of educat ion ( = 100) for woikers aged 25-64 

whoo derive income from employment. Low refers to below upper secondary educat ion. Hi^h refers to ter t iary- type A and 

advancedd research programmes. 

Tablee 2.13: Relative earnings for low and high skilled workers. 

betweenn low and high skilled workers occurred during times when the supply of the latter 

relativee to the former rose. As Table 2.13 indicates, during the 1990s the wage differential 

betweenn high and low educated workers has narrowed again for a broad range of OECD 

countries. . 

Thesee aggregate tendencies have occurred alongside empirical support for high returns 

too skill at a disaggregated level. For example, the evidence collected in favor of skill-

biasedd technical change has focused primarily on the computer revolution. Krueger (1993) 

discussess that computer usage increased with 50% during 1984-1989, implying that 38% 

off  the workforce in his sample was working with computers. Interestingly, computer usage 

hass been mostly concentrated in the services industries that are relatively more shielded 

fromm international competition and increases with educational attainment. He finds that 

computerr usage explains half of the increase in the education premium. In general then, 

thee evidence seems to indicate that there are high returns to skill at a microeconomic 

level,, while the rise in income inequality observed at the macroeconomic level seems not 

too be related to changes in the returns to education, at least not during the 1990s. 

Althoughh technical change may have had important implications for labor markets, 

thee gains in terms of productivity growth have been modest. For example, Gordon (1999) 

showss that the annual percentage increase in output per hour in the computer-using 

industryy was 2.23 between 1950-1972, 1.88 between 1972-1995, and 1.82 between 1995-

1999.. Theories that argue that technical change have been the major cause for increased 
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wagee inequality should address this productivity paradox as well." 

Ass Freeman and Katz (1995) suggest, technical innovations should be looked upon as 

globall  rather than local shocks. About the global nature of technology shocks. Coe and 

Helpmann (1995) argue that trade is an important channel through which R&D spill-overs 

betweenn open economies occur. As a consequence, increased product market integration 

andd the increase in the size and scope of multinational firms play an important role 

inn transferring technology around the globe. However, this does not imply that such 

innovationss should have the same effect on labor markets in different countries. Indeed 

thiss impact depends critically on the form in which local labor institutions mediate the 

shocks.. Thus, besides technology and trade, such characteristics of labor markets as the 

degreee of unionization, the presence of minimum wages, and gender differences all affect 

thee distribution of wages and both the level and composition of unemployment. 

Fromm an empirical point of view it remains difficult to determine to what extent in-

creasedd trade, respectively technological progress, can account for recent labor market 

developments.. For, as was mentioned in the Introduction to this dissertation, one impor-

tantt difference between the past and present is that nowadays increased product market 

integrationn is primarily driven by technological development. Also, new technologies arc 

embeddedd in the goods and services that are traded and thus, as mentioned above, glob-

alizationn goes hand in hand with technology transfer. Moreover, increased market access 

duee to trade liberalization could give rise to 'defensive' innovations, again highlighting 

thee interaction between trade and technology in explaining wage differentials. 

Furthermore,, cause and effect are sometimes confused. As Feenstra (1998) argues, the 

ideaa that globalization has had a minor impact on wages relies heavily on thinking in 

termss of final goods. For example, the idea that skill upgrading has taken place within 

industries,, as measured by increasing ratios of non-production to production workers, 

iss often seen as evidence in favor of the technology hypothesis and against the trade 

explanation.. However, when one does not restrict attention to final goods, the outsourcing 

off  activities with the least-skilled activities moving to developing countries, implies that 

skilll  upgrading can be the direct consequence of trade. 

2.3.33 Concluding Remarks 

Ass Davis (1996, p.1) puts it 'arguably the most important development in recent decades 

inn US factor markets is the decline in the relative wage of the unskilled. By contrast, 

inn Europe it is undoubtedly the rise and persistence of unemployment'. In light of the 

111 See Krugman, 1995. 
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discussionn above, Chapter 6 of this thesis is concerned to whether trade liberalization could 

resultt in persistently higher unemployment and a rise in income inequality. Then, Chapter 

77 of this dissertation studies how technological progress can increase unemployment of the 

least-skilledd workers persistently as well as widen the wage distribution via high returns 

too skill. 

Thee impact of increased trade in goods and services respectively technological advance-

mentt on labor markets has different characteristics. Trade liberalization affects relative 

pricess and therefore results in labor reallocation in an economy. The introduction of a 

generall  purpose technology however, does not necessarily imply changes in relative prices, 

andd there is some support for the view that recent labor market trends occurred at the 

samee time that relative prices did not change much (sec Lawrence and Slaughter, 1993), 

althoughh Krueger (1995) suggests that the relative price of unskilled intensive goods has 

fallen. . 

Onee important driver of the aforementioned increased integration of product markets 

camee from eight rounds of GATT multilateral trade negotiations. Since 1947, average 

ad-valoremm tariffs fell from 40% to 4% in mature economies. In Chapter 6 we discuss 

thee relation between trade liberalization and labor market dynamics. We show that 

abolishingg an import tariff results in changing relative prices and, as a consequence, labor 

reallocationn from the formerly protected sector to the unprotected sector. The resulting 

laborr market dynamics are shown to affect the distribution of wages as well as to generate 

persistentlyy higher unemployment. However, these adverse effects of trade liberalization 

doo not have to be concentrated among low-skilled workers, and could be overcome by 

includingg additional instruments in the liberalization package. 

Thee papers that identified that technical change has been the main cause for the 

declinee of unskilled relative wages in the US (for example, Berman et al., 1994), focused 

onn labor-saving technical change, with the computer revolution in mind. Chapter 7 of 

thiss thesis studies the impact of technological progress, specifically the development and 

widespreadd use of computers, on labor markets utilizing a simplified version of the model 

inn Chapter 6. We discuss how it can be possible that new technologies apparently have 

hadd only a minor impact on total factor productivity growth while having large labor 

markett implications. We show that standard skill-biased technological change models 

underestimatee the impact of new technologies on the labor market. 

For,, according to these models, workers respond differently to innovations such as the 

computer,, and therefore technical change also provides information to employers about 

thee ability of their employees. This in turn magnifies the effect of the new technology on 

thee wage distribution as well as offering a mechanism through which it may, depending 
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onn labor market characteristics, increase unemployment of the least skilled workers. As 

aa consequence, both theoretical Chapters 6 and 7 study the interaction between trade, 

respectivelyy technology, and the labor market in a setting where heterogenous agents, 

beingg imperfectly informed, interact. Both chapters reveal new mechanisms through which 

globalizationn and technology (transfer) can have negative side-effects on employment and 

thee distribution of wages. 


